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Print on Demand *****.There are four cosmic laws in nature
applying that form gravity namely: 1) The Titius Bode law 2)
The Lagrangian points 3) The Roche limit 4) The Coanda effect.
This is nature and this is what science ignores in favour of
covering Newton s mistakes. The total comprehension of
influence in physics that these four cosmic principles have is so
involving it requires volumes of books just to introduce the
totality of information, and yet up to now science made no
effort in studying these four laws. These four laws prove what
gravity is because gravity is not what science says it is. These
four laws are nature s way of forming gravity. If you never
heard of this before, then ask why because these four laws
build the solar system and therefore the Universe. These laws
are hidden behind a conspiracy of silence. What you are about
to read is the mother of all the conspiracies in science. You are
going to read about how science applies a system of mind
control with thought processing. Every conspiracy...
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Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O tis Wisoky-- O tis Wisoky

This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS
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